
PICTURES: project on the board for students to draw inspiration from.

Important note on pictures:
I’ve provided links to websites so that original artists/sources may get credit. I’ve included
links to sources of images that I feel are able to be used for a typical high school creative
writing class, but please select appropriate images for your class (even some images on
the sites provided I would not use, please use your discretion). Please select appropriate
pictures for your class. Websites may contain images you find inappropriate for use - do
not use those. I recommend going to the website, selecting a single image you wish to use,
and displaying only that one image to your class.

(Mark when you’ve used it to ensure there are no repeats throughout the course, though in this
case, each website has so many images to choose from, you might want to keep a list of the
images you’ve used on each site to ensure there are no repeats.)

Used PICTURES: links to sites
Surreal images (royalty free to use).  Some of my favorites to show are surreal images
because it really gets the students into their imagination. Choose images with care, as not
all available may be appropriate to show.  I always include one surreal image on the first
day of writing prompt to get students into the feel of writing from the purely creative.
https://pixabay.com/images/search/surreal/

Another surreal (royalty free to use) site.  Same advice as above.
https://depositphotos.com/stock-photos/surreal.html

Last surreal site - same advice as above (definitely has some inappropriate images, but
some great to use ones like The Path, A Break in Reality).
https://speckyboy.com/surreal-world-an-outstanding-collection-of-surreal-art/

Beautiful shots in Europe.  This site has quite a few I’ve used in the past.
https://www.europeanbestdestinations.com/top/most-beautiful-landscapes-in-europe/

Beautiful shots of abandoned locations throughout Europe.  I’ve used quite a few.
https://www.europeanbestdestinations.com/top/best-abandoned-places-in-europe/

Artist that does mechanical animals: https://www.andrewchase.com/
I prefer to use the wolf howling shot, scroll down: https://www.andrewchase.com/#/wolf/

Londoners browse a bombed out library during WWII.
https://flashbak.com/london-library-miraculously-survives-blitz-1940-416988/

Amazing, strange, real images.
https://www.boredpanda.com/interesting-rarely-seen-things/?utm_source=google&utm_me
dium=organic&utm_campaign=organic

Inverted World image (scroll down and center main image):
https://www.3develop.nl/blog/inverted-world-map-blue-marble/
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Artist Dain Yoon (not all images are appropriate, pick and center the one you’d like to use):
http://dainyoon.com/dain-yoons-illusion-art-works/illusion-works/

Cat faces on other animals, a thread of images (through facebook):
https://www.facebook.com/RealPenguinOfficial/posts/today-i-am-laughing-uncontrollably-at-
cat-faces-put-on-other-animals-please-enjo/3723709564363181/

Sigoldugljufur waterfall in Iceland:
https://adventures.is/iceland/attractions/sigoldugljufur-canyon/

Training danxia hanging temple, China (from ILP, a non-profit trip abroad site):
https://blog.ilp.org/hengshan-hanging-temple-in-datong-china

Really long hallways with fancy or bold decorations:
https://laurelberninteriors.com/2020/08/02/a-long-narrow-hallway-help-for-a-dark-scary-mes
s/

Crinkle-crackle wavy wall in England (boredpanda article):
https://www.boredpanda.com/wavy-crinkle-crankle-walls/?utm_source=google&utm_mediu
m=organic&utm_campaign=organic

Stained glass cosplay costume (by costumeartist)
https://costumeartist.wordpress.com/2014/09/10/the-stained-glass-costume-project-abbey-
at-dragoncon/

Rakotzbrucke (the devils bridge) in Rhododendron Park, Kromlau Germany
https://www.earthtrekkers.com/rakotzbrucke-fairytale-bridge-saxony-germany/

Michigan ice storm (by Daily Mail)
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2534548/Michigan-lighthouse-transformed-giant-ici
cle-freezing-storm.html

Heterochromia eye pictures (by All About Vision)
https://www.allaboutvision.com/ask-the-doc/heterochromia/

Kauai, Nepali coast (from Wikipedia -I like using the pics on the side, arial or boat, make full screen)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/N%C4%81_Pali_Coast_State_Park

Crin/Maned Wolf (by National Zoo)
https://nationalzoo.si.edu/animals/maned-wolf
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Used PICTURES: all are made/taken/owned by me and free to use for creative writing inspiration
purposes (cannot sell/use for monetary gain). There’s about one per page - scroll down






























